
		 	 KAOLINITE as an ADVANCED MATERIAL

		 	 

Kaolinite has been used extensively in a number of commodity applications and is often  
regarded as a “classic colloid”with their nature deduced from inferred from bulk 
properties such as rheology and adsorption. Kaolinite occurs abundantly in many parts 
of the world often as large deposits with relatively high recovery levels that make 
processing and remediation easier than many other minerals. 

Their use in paper coatings and as paper fillers to provide enhanced optical and print 
properties has driven the development of a wide range of enhanced mineral processing 
and particle size selection with diverse centrifuges.  More recently devices have been 
developed to rapidly measure mean particle shape in bulk samples enabling selective 
mining of higher aspect ratio kaolins and their further refinement in terms of aspect ratio 
and size fraction. These very high aspect ratio kaolinites are finding applications as 
enhanced fillers in plastics and rubber. High solids suspensions of high aspect ratio 
kaolinites show mineral liquid crystal effects which are being used in the development 
of stab-proof vests for the military.


The platy shape and size fractions now available are very similar to the aragonite 
platelets found in seashells which have high strength structures, comprising 95+% 
mineral with only <5% organic binder. High aspect ratio kaolins seem to offer a 
pragmatic way forward for the development of biomimetic materials. 


Isomorphic substitutions, of say Mg for Al or Al for Si, lead to other properties such as 
cation exchange properties and catalytic activity. While kaolinite was one of the original 
oil cracking catalysts it has found a new lease of life in the scale up of a 
mechanochemical catalysis of cellulose to sugars.


The ability to intercalate kaolinite with molecules of high dipole moment followed by the 
insertion of other molecules has led to the development of a number of novel 
applications. 


Asymmetry of the planar crystal structure has allowed the production of low cost Janus 
particles that can be used as mineral based  surfactants in potential applications such 
as de-icing, polymer alloy stabilization, emulsion stabilization and biofouling control.


In summary, our deeper understanding of kaolinite is transforming  its use from 
commodity to a valuable, environmentally benign, high tech material. 



